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Comments: Here by Akivigapik on Beluga Management

on FM January 9, 2020
Anguvigapik

Kitty Anmagak: omega fat have a good
vitamins for humans, we have to have to
keep the tradition alive. fisheries and
oceans have us where they want us.
Tommy Wunatwasni: We don't know if they'll
say yes to Opingivik, if ever. They will
have to be two (2) observers from here.
Elison Emugak since it's winter where
so they end up in mid winter?
Kenny Sararuse: There is a cabin in
Opingivik make it two (2) so the will be
such and such like someone looking out for
polar bear make some nilku and put
a freezer there.
Sunny Wunatwasni: Since the last 30 years
things have not add up between us and
especially on spending money. and for the
next 3 years we will have to crack open
some of these debts. something that will have
to benefit us since it's been the opposite
for most of the time.
Kellan Labrador himituk spring my father shot
and killed a polar bear and some belugas.
There are calves in summer and they reach
Global warming could affect the
species and they could be at risk. we
have come along way we have to start
sharing again.
Lucas Angma Etok: if they can land a plane
on the lake observe it before and after
landing we use to hunt beluga in Opingivik
but that was long ago but today is a
different story. even if the tide is low
there are some belugas, these use to use
nets to catch belugas. Kuujjuarmiut,
we can't always know when they closed
the hunting season.
Korvak don't want no more quotas (beluga)

And about makali, they said it was going to be closed for two (2) years but it has been 31 years and counting. It's been hard for members of Anguviapik for the last few years. This is our land and we are not going to leave anytime soon. Tasiujag, Kuujjuaq, George River will have to convince the Department of Fisheries and Oceans upingivik Killinik when is the best time to go hunting beluga near there? Where and when we can use Air Inuit airplane with ski's appoint someone to check out the ice near Killinik and when to hunt beluga there. Mike Connor have observe or will observe the outcome of the situation. Since they will go on air for the betterment of the outcome.

Before may 2020, we have 20 belugas as a year on quota.

Kuujjuaqnik go on the air about beluga and such, it's been on since 2019-20-21-22 renewed quotas even if we don't want Korvak want to have no more quotas, but we don't think it's going to happen soon.

summer winter fall spring
Nuvutmi stop and watch for beluga's

Iliguituk have a lot of belugas. Just on the mouth (inlets) will be out on the air in Kuujjuaq. The federal government cannot give us a penny for the outcome of the situation. They have a far better time with greenpeace.

In the past, they used to take only what's enough for themselves and today we take more than enough and use it for profit. April-May is the time to hunt in Opisivik. There will be a survey down at Opisivik. Since this is the best time to hunt beluga, down at Kugluktuk-Kuujjuaq-G-8 will have to hunt together to offset the money spent on hunting at Opisivik.

We have to talk about Makilik too with these two communities to overcome the situation in Makilik. Since we have been in Quartag for too long now and spent too much money hunting beluga in Quartag. We would have beluga when it is time in or near Alatiliq when they are crossing nearby around our area. We were in Makilik not too long ago when we saw people hunting beluga for two (2) weeks. Mary J. Ammarack. Since there is no cabin in Opisivik, it could be dangerous for people if there is no cabin. Every year Sandy would go and hunt hunting Nanook-beluga and such. 2020-2021-2022-2023. How can we go hunting in haleet. Since there is nobody going hunting belugas these days we have to revitalise our hunting ways since it has been like that. Beluga have been going straight to Quartag and beyond and not coming into Ungava Bay.
From: Sammy Unatweenuk <sunatweenuk@makivik.org>
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Igimak Aguviraapik of Kangiqsualujuaq
PO Box 217
George River, PQ
JOM-1NO
Tel: (819) 337-5718

RE: Reopen MARRALIK RIVER ESTUARY
We Kangiqsualujuaqmiut want to reopen MARRALIK River for hunting beluga whale for this coming 3 year plan,
REASON: 1, A) It’s closer to our community
   B) We know the area well and have used it for many years before Traditionally,
   C) Less cost on gasoline and food,
   D) We can teach our children how to use and prepare the meat, 2, A)The plan we have been using for many years now
   is not working
   to for us and not supporting us in any way what so ever,
   B) Too Costly;
   1) (FOOD,GASOLINE,AIR TRANSPORTATION,and RENTALS)
   D) Too Dangerousness
   1) WIND, LONG DISTANCE, ICE CONDITIONS,
   2) NOT TEACHING OUR CHILDREN cause we cannot bring them of long distance,
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